OBSTRUCTIVE
ANIMALS
Peter De Graeve

Man is capable of recognising that all the beauty in plants and
animals is a silent, enduring form of love and longing, and of seeing
how both animal and plant patiently and willingly unite and multiply
and grow—not out of carnal desire, nor out of physical suffering, but
yielding to needs that are greater than their desire and suffering and
stronger than their will and resistance. Oh, if only man could receive,
carry and endure this secret, with which the earth is filled down to the
smallest things, and if only he could feel how terribly troublesome
this is, instead of thinking of it so lightly.
RAINER MARIA RILKE

You would prefer to be a stutterer when writing about this work. Or a creature which,
as a cave-dweller or half-animal, emits barking cries, because it sees the things that it
wants to put into words but does not yet have a language that makes it fluent—sayable, ready for use. This yearning for an as yet unspoken language distinguishes the
artist from the philosopher. The former leads it to new forms, the latter obliges it to
be silent. Nevertheless, ‘the abhorrent impulse to express’, as Rilke put it, has (here)
already been given. You may crawl back to where you are no longer able to go…
INVARIABLY, NOWHERE
Undiminished—but gradually fatally exhausted by the burden—man carries
with him the secret of creativity. He left his Creator for dead on the roadside,
like the ill-fated Oedipus left his father at the crossroads. Since then, man has
been clumsy, stiltedly on the way to nowhere: no purpose any longer given
for the journey. Nevertheless, these days we do almost nothing other than
that: ‘travelling’. Being human = being on the way = being somewhere-nowhere. Invariably, nowhere. Human hypermobility is the movement of that
universal aimlessness: agitation, hesitation, rapture, but also restlessness,
unaccustomedness, confusion, fear… The centuries of exodus and voyages
of discovery lie far behind us. Before us lies the march of the desperado, the
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man without advancement or progress, the wandering animal, always passing
through. Like the last animals in the wild, we are creatures whose movements,
individual or collective, are monitored by satellite. The ‘inhabitant’, the regular citizen, is the one who does not yet know that no house is waiting for him
anymore. What does the person who is constantly moving carry on his travels? What does baggage now mean? What does something like ‘tradition’ still
mean? And so: what is culture, talent, creation?
And yet we hurry on, we keep on, we persist. Our past (the start, the
origin, including that of art) is no longer in our way. It keeps close to us,
that’s true, but like a load of labels on the imitation leather of suitcases. We
are simply on the way, without looking back— route and detour are no longer
distinguished from each other, as Heraclitus already knew 25 centuries ago:
‘The path upward and the path downward, rising or falling, is one and the
same.’ Since his entry into modernity, man has been guaranteed only movement, going round, but no longer a direction or a reason to move. We have
become disoriented in the Heraclitian manner. After all, standstill and forward
movement are now also one and the same. Like sense and nonsense…
HOLLOW/DWELLERS
Persist? Persevere? In a well-known parable, which describes the coming of modern man—the paradoxical homecoming of the homeless creature, the desperate,
the restless —Nietzsche puts to us the problem of the blurring of the goal:
‘Who gave us the cloth to wipe away the whole horizon? What did we do
when we uncoupled this earth from its sun? Where is it moving to now?
Where are we moving to? … Is there still such a thing as above and
below? Are we not wandering as if in an infinite nothing? Is the breath
of the void not blowing in our face? Has it not become colder? Does the
night not constantly come, and more and more night? Should lanterns
not be lit in the fullness of the morning? Do we not yet hear anything of
the gravediggers’ racket, as they bury God? Do we not yet smell anything
of the divine decay?— gods deteriorate too! God is dead! God remains
dead! And we killed him! How do we console ourselves, most murderous
of murderers? The holiest and most powerful that the world has so far
possessed has bled to death under our knives — who will wash this blood
off us? With what water might we cleanse ourselves? What means of
atonement, what holy games will we have to devise? Is the scale of this
deed not too great for us? Should we not ourselves become gods, so as to
appear worthy of it?’
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To a great extent, modern art is this sort of longing for ‘self-consolation’, an
attempt, in the Nietzschean sense, to think up a game that is meant to make us
forget the loss suffered, a peace offering on the altar of Emptiness. The sham
irony of Surrealism—the boisterous nonsense of Duchamp, the recreational
art of Warhol and the artistic jokes of such art comedians as Koons, Hirst
and Hofman—fulfil that desire for oblivion. At first it seemed to work, man
laughed at it. But the modernist laugh was rarely a roar, rarely liberating. In
our amusement at the libertarian artistic game, the mourning for the end of
art (Hegel, Danto) resounded louder than the joy over any creative renewal.
The cargo-hold of our archness remained filled with the breath of the void,
inhabited by the hollowness of an unavoidable artistic decline. We experience
the Heraclitian unity of earnestness and feeble rubbish. To follow Nietzsche:
We hear the racket of the gravediggers who are burying art. We smell the artistic decay. Art deteriorates too. It is dead. It remains dead. And we killed it…
The secret of creativity was once unfolded in the hand of a cavedweller—the imprint of a human hand in the cave at Chauvet. Nowadays it
appears only in the hollowness that inhabits the core, the very essence, of art.
So, you see, we once again live in a hollow. Invariably nowhere.
SPELEOLOGICAL RHYTHM
For a contemporary artist, nothing seems riskier than being earnestly at work.
The oeuvre that Ruben Bellinkx is accumulating in relative silence, calm and
controlled, with an awe-inspiring slowness, is the uncontemporary testament
to an earnestness of this sort, plenty. We, children of the moderns, easily
forget how habituation has already occurred in this era of a wondering world
art that tours around like a circus. The gravediggers’ racket that Nietzsche
evokes is linked to the spectacle of this funeral circus. The uproar wards off
the fear of death, the abhorrence of the no (longer) being, the no (longer)
able, the horror vacui. In this sense our rowdy art embodies fear: to paraphrase Rabelais, pictura abhorret vacuum too (art abhors a vacuum).1 Even the
strictest minimalism, such as that of Malevich’s White On White, cannot do
without the need to display itself, exhibit itself, in order to exist — to be able
to be art.2
1
2
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Rabelais, Gargantua, chapter V: Natura abhorret vacuum, nature abhors a vacuum.
In this regard, I take the liberty of referring to: Peter De Graeve, ‘Tegen…presenties’
in Context K, no. 3, ed. F. Smets, CIAP, 2006, p. 93 ff.

Anyone who wants to learn to see Ruben Bellinkx’ oeuvre must first fathom
its seriousness and slowness.3 Watch one of his video or film works the way
you would descend into a cave. You force yourself into a speleological rhythm:
slow, aware of obstacles and possible risks, attentive, looking by touch, as it
were, eyes focused both on the slippery path beneath you and on the mysterious beauty that reveals itself in the semi-darkness in front of your unaccustomed eyes.
Which is why these images do not let themselves be called ‘installations’.
What we see does not correspond with the contemporary logic of art display—of the travelling shop window, the funeral circus. The screens Bellinkx’
works appear on are more like walls from somewhere underground, a virtual
cave: a space that strictly speaking is nonexistent, insubstantial, unreal, but to
which the artist nevertheless returns (alone?). This return is averse to the sort
of nostalgia attributed to the post-photographic pictorialism of a Richter or
a Tuymans, and also averse to any admiration for the ‘primitive’, as in the
early work of Picasso. In Bellinkx’ work there is an imaginary return to the
mystery of creation, which nowadays inevitably implies ‘to the emptiness
of art’. Which is why in this work the movements are simultaneously supple
and l aborious. The artist is not marking time, but plants his feet, rather, in
nonexistent places, non-places… The artist hunts out places that have been
drained by human hypermobility, or which lie fallow.
(Does this oeuvre show us a final return? Do these ‘murals’ occur in our
last underground place? Perhaps. I will come back to this.)
OBSTALLATIONS
The artist drags us along in this virtual journey back. He subtly confronts us
(there, here) with our real void: industrialisation (The City Garden, Stream),
technologisation (The Black Sun), cultivation (The Trophy, The Musical Chair)
and hubris (Stasis). The semi-darkness in which his works appear, their ‘artistic presentation’, evokes a different sort of vagueness than that of the ‘vague
ground’, of the wastelands, the no-go zones, or the rhizomatic web with its
inexhaustible online stock of tours and detours. It is rather the darkness of
something subterranean, the haziness of snowed-under collective memories
3

To eliminate a possible misunderstanding: earnestness is not necessarily a sign of pessimism or unease, just as cheerfulness, ironic self-criticism and mischievousness, which are
characteristic of so much contemporary art, are not signs of optimism or vitality.
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of a culture that is no longer of any importance, no longer ‘carries’ us, of the
faded origin in which all beauty now lies on the bier.
How accessible is this which has perished? How accessible is it still? Behold,
the surprising question to which Ruben Bellinkx’ oeuvre wants to gain access,
or for which it seeks a way out. In spite of its smoothness —in both senses:
shiny, polished, even on the one hand, slippery, elusive on the other — this
exceptionally aesthetic oeuvre remains unfathomable, at least for those who
are not in the right rhythm (speleological) or are not going in the right direction (underground).
The artist himself defines his work in the words ‘no obstacle, no art’.4
But the obstacles named here precede the actual artistic creation. For example:
‘How do I get three dogs to tear a chair to pieces?’ or ‘How do I fix a live eland in
a hole in the wall?’ or ‘How do I get crows to fly in formation?’
The obstacles are not shown literally. Imitation does not exist in this
work. Rather, each work is a triumph over the sought-after — sometimes farfetched —resistances. As a viewer, you do not see artistic montages or installations, no technical bravura or performances. Rather, your eyes are opened
by bizarre memories. These works are ‘reopenings’ of a closed road. Where
the artist celebrates a return from a special hunt. (It is no coincidence that
one of Bellinkx’ key works is called The Trophy.) He commemorates a forgotten mobility. For example, the planned The Black Sun project will show
the confrontation between two identical ways of moving: the flight of high-
technology quadrotors and of crows, of age-old crows. Two identical movements, but radically different.
These memories of mobility form the core of a quest for creation.
For man there is only one power that launches true movement: the power of
creation. Ruben Bellinkx hunts for this power. It is precisely in this regard that
his images bear comparison with prehistoric art. The original cave-dweller
also applied his painting to the wall as a reminder of the hunt. Pictured
trophies, underground triumphs. At the same time, any comparison of the
two art forms is of course impossible —‘purely coincidental’, as the credits of a
Hollywood film would say.
While testifying, like trophies, to Ruben Bellinkx’ own highly-individual wanderings on the inhospitable plains of contemporary art, these works
are materialisations of obstacles that have vanished from sight, and for the
4
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After an observation by the art critic Hans Theys, ‘Op zoek naar weerstand’, (H)Art 71
(30 September 2010), p. 13.

unwary viewer are even nonexistent. Referring, as productions, as artistic presentations, to that quest full of challenges and setbacks, they are crystallisations
of ephemeral transience —did all this really happen? — and to the extent that
this is the case — is it actually of any importance that this happened? These are
crystals you look straight through, but without ever seeing clearly: what is
actually happening here, when it comes down to it? What is the ‘event’?
I call Ruben Bellinkx’ film and video works obstallations: accessible (and
‘attractive’) like few other works of contemporary art, they nevertheless comply with a perverse aesthetic that obstructs the access to meaning, impeding
too easy a view (or insight). They ‘install visibility itself as an obstacle’, as
the French art theorist Didi-Huberman once claimed.5 They are images that
‘make the human foreign’, as Steve Baker says.6
RILKEAN STAMMERING
A recent work is called Philodendron Xanad. It is a set-up with an indoor plant
which, as befits indoor plants, stands nicely upright in its dusted red earthenware flowerpot, firmly rooted in the measured amount of fresh, packed down
humus. The plant rises above floor level thanks to a simple four-legged stand.
Etage. Etalage. Between the top of the stand and the flowerpot itself there is
a dish, as there should be. (Look at the plant on display: it is its flowerpot,
its humus, its dish, its stand: just as the dog has its basket, the cat its tray of
granules, and both their food bowls and mats. The only thing that is lacking to
raise the plant to the status of domestic animal is a pet name — in the same way
as cats and dogs are only truly pets, and no longer stray dogs or cats, as a result
of the name their owners give them. Snoopy. Felix.)
At first glance, a couple of the leaves seem to have been cut off on the
right. But if one opens the door to the small adjoining room, a toilet, one sees
that the foliage has grown straight through the wall in between. Effortlessly,
without violence, but utterly unplant-like (or plant-unlike?), the leaves worm
their way through the impenetrable wall. They carve their way, a way outside.
Except that for this plant there is no longer any outside. (Nietzsche in Thus Spake
Zarathustra: ‘How could an outside-me exist? There is no outside.’ But how

5
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Georges Didi-Huberman, La peinture incarnée, Les Editions de Minuit, 1985, p. 53.
(‘… metre la vision en obstacle.’)
Steve Baker, The Postmodern Animal, Reaktion Books, London, 2000, pp. 46–50.
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unpleasant does this ‘lack of outside’ look to this Philodendron? 7) The plant
carves an impossible way. Not a roundabout way, but nevertheless a detour: it
is turned away from its essence by the artist. To this plant, the obstacle, the
wall, is no longer an obstacle. The true obstacle is elsewhere, in another room,
or another time. The artist says: ‘Feel free to watch, the spectacle is elsewhere
anyway.’ Obstallation.
So where is the obstacle? As previously stated, in Ruben Bellinkx’ case it
is a matter of absorbing his ‘obstallations’ seriously and receptively and letting
them get through to you. We, the viewers, are also walls through which the
artist wants to grow. Our gaze is also his hunting ground. Literally translated,
‘Philodendron’ means ‘longing for a tree’, just as philosophy is a ‘longing for
wisdom’, or ‘love of trees’ as in ‘love of mankind’, philanthropy. You then
have to reverse this meaning to penetrate to the creative space of adjacent
meanings with which the artist plays. This reversal goes like this: misoikie, by
analogy with misanthropy or misogyny. Misoikie — from the Greek misein, to
hate, and oikos, house — in this case and in this oeuvre means ‘house resentment’, ‘house-unfriendliness’, ‘house revulsion’. Bellinkx’ virtual indoor
plant non-violently resists the domesticity that has incorporated it, that keeps
hold of it, that imprisons it. It resists a detention that encompasses its existence, that gives it a new essence, like a dressing gown. The artist shows us
this imprisonment in the domestic essence, this ‘being housed’, by means of
the adjustment, the visual shift in this obstallation. Here, the indoor plant,
confined at home, violates the barriers, betrays the home.
Misoikie is a fundamental theme in the oeuvre of Ruben Bellinkx. It
is no coincidence that two of his earliest works are called Poging tot gewenning aan het huiselijke (Attempt to become accustomed to the domestic).
Four willing tortoises carry a table: The Table Turning. Three aggressive dogs
destroy a chair: The Musical Chair (see below, under subtle confrontations).
Earnestness and receptiveness are prescribed here too. After all, the title itself
already forms an artistic obstruction. The concept of ‘habituation’ already
contains within it the notion of ‘habitation’; it is derived from it. How can
one habituate to the domestic if habitation, or domesticity itself, are habituation? Habituation means making homely, becoming homely: domestication,
elevating the oikos to nomos, to ‘law’, ‘eco-nomising’. Anyone who looks at these
7
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Regarding the theme of ‘inside/outside’, ‘internal/external’ in Nietzsche, I will take
the liberty of referring to my Friedrich Nietzsche: chaos en [ver]wording, SUN, 2003,
(see mainly chapters 4 and 13).

works (The Trophy, Philodendron, The Table Turning, The Musical Chair, The
Cow Stuck, The Human Goodbye and the recent Stasis) with a probing, ‘speleological’ eye will soon uncover the logic: time and time again man’s domesticity
is mercilessly put on display, on the basis of a sort of primal sorrow with which
the artist exposes a terribly deep, repressed feeling of domestic unaccustomedness. A sadness, an instinct, which turns against the nomos of the oikos.
What installs itself in the in-between space of these works — or what obstalls
itself there—is a rethought and newly pictured de-domesticated animality, our
pre-domesticity as it were, of which the cave-dweller was undoubtedly the last
human representative. So, Stasis— in my view Bellinkx’ most accessible work
so far— conceals a blistering critique of man’s ecological (oikos, logos) hubris.
The pyramid of consumed tables is a visual metaphor for the human parasites
in the food chain. What if one day all that remains for us to devour is the table?
How ‘high’ up the ladder will man be then?
This primal instinct—the core of Bellinkx’ misoikie — is the breeding
ground for these odd, uncomfortable, virtual images. Primal echoes: unreal
and uncomfortable memories, painted on virtual cave walls. Slippery, yes, yet
nevertheless a relentless indictment of the forgotten unaccustomedness of the
human urge for domestication. A protest against man’s destructive urge for
planetary domestication. Against that inventive, obsessive, obstructive human
domestic animality (fatal diversion, that man once took). Against the habituation to the primal perversion, to violent, overpowering human unnaturalness.
From this follows the proposition— itself a sort of primal notion, with
which I am trying to capture the mysterious obstacles in this oeuvre: few contemporary artists have such a ‘Rilkean’ attitude as Ruben Bellinkx. Rilke, who
more than a century ago wrote in Autumn Day:
He who does not now have a house, will no longer build one
He who is alone will long remain so
will watch, read, write long letters
will wander restlessly up and down
avenues, while the leaves drift

The Rilkean question that Ruben Bellinkx asks us, his own sort, his ‘housemates’, is: ‘What if it turns out that mankind itself is from now on alone,
doomed long to remain so, to wander round in its earthly dominion, as if in
an empty and loveless house?’ This oeuvre does not confront, unless exceedingly subtly—and that too is Rilkean. Ruben Bellinkx’ primal echoes form
misleading, blinding suggestions of the terrible human loneliness about which
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this German poet already wrote a century ago. These are visions in which pure
Rilkean truths are expressed, stammering, stumbling. But however fine they
sound, in Rilke’s case, or look, in Bellinkx’ case, they remain shocking truths,
abysmal in our forgetting of them, in our human abhorrence…
ORPHIC CIRCUMSCRIPTION
In his own description of his artistic activity, the artist makes reference to the
‘surreal world’ he creates. I myself feel his creations to be less ‘supra-real’ or
‘other-worldly’, which are two possible translations of surreal, let alone ‘extraterrestrial’, ‘superhuman’ or ‘dreamlike’, which are often understood to be the
meaning of surrealist. As already mentioned, these works seem to me rather to
open up virtual spaces in the somewhat cryptic world of contemporary art. Only
they are not ‘virtual’ in the sense of ‘not (yet) materialised’. In my view, the real
virtuality (and virtuosity) of these works lies in the fact that they create memories of something we do not even realise we have forgotten or are forgetting.
As Marcel Proust wrote in a well-known passage: ‘Thanks to art, we
see not just one single world, our own, but many worlds. We have at our disposal as many worlds as there are original artists, worlds which differ more
from each other than all the worlds that spin around their axis in infinity’.
The meaning of these words only becomes clear when Proust adds that the
true, spiritual power of art consists in ‘regaining life’ (ressaisir notre vie), for
example in ‘seizing time once again’ (the alpha and omega of À la recherche
du temps perdu). This is in any case something that grips me, as a viewer, in
the art of Ruben Bellinkx: the way he seeks out a world that lies beyond or, for
my part, before this ‘one world, our world’. According to Proust, the spiritual
power of art (which Deleuze, in a commentary on Proust, claimed alone led to
true intersubjectivity 8) has a well-defined direction — and therefore a meaning:
it is ‘the journey in the reverse direction, the return to the depths, where that
which once really existed lies in front of us unknown —that is the direction
we have to take!’ 9

8
9
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Gilles Deleuze, Proust et les signes, P.U.F., 1964, p. 55.
Marcel Proust, À la recherche du temps perdu, Pleiade, IV, NRF/Gallimard, 1989,
pp. 474 – 475. (For additional commentary on this, see my Gilles Deleuze en het materialisme,
Klement, 2012, pp. 226 –227.)

Somewhat audaciously, I have here called this artistic project the ‘speleological turn’ in the oeuvre of Ruben Bellinkx: his return to the subterranean
side of the human, in the first place of human art (and artificiality, universal
domesticity). Bellinkx’ aversion to the domestic is not a rejection, however. If
this were the case, there would be something negative and oppressive about
this oeuvre, and that is not the case. As Proust says, the meaningful aversion
can only be a ‘journey in the opposite direction, a return of depth’. And thus
this oeuvre is in unknown territory, ‘where that which once really existed lies
unknown before us once again’. Imitating Orpheus, it travels into the underworld with the aim of ‘regaining life’: in his turn, the artist wants to verify
whether, at the peak of the domestication of our culture, art is still viable. The
unaccustomedness the viewer experiences with Bellinkx’ work is caused by
a gaze that is not adapted to this underground journey and the darkness that
reigns there. (So you have to learn to look, before you look at Ruben Bellinkx’
works… Can you look in the same way as the plant? Can you look in the same way
as the dog? As the tortoise? Do you have the crow’s view? Or only that of the quadrotor?) After all, to use Rilke’s word, where they turn away from the human,
where they return to inhuman depths — below the superficiality of our everyday domesticity —‘all senses are as if fragmented: the gaze flies ahead of us
like a dog, turns, comes back, again and again waits for us far away, at the next
bend, while the hearing lingers behind, like a smell.’ 10
Ruben Bellinkx has no miraculous remedy for the mystery of human
creativity with which I started this essay. But he is looking for the answer to the
paradox of contemporary culture, our collective standstill in and as a result of
hypermobility. That answer lies in the commencement of the Orphic journey,
a descent that imposes slowness. Not building a house, being alone, wandering. Becoming subterranean.
So Ruben Bellinkx’ quest for the mystery of creation is anything but a
last return, as previously suggested. It is, on the contrary, a very first journey—
or the very first journey, always, the path of origin. But even as an origin this will
never be more than a passage, a transition, passing through, whose obstacles
only art can see and move out of the way. (In fact in this way Bellinkx reverses
the logic of one of Beuys’ works — How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare —
in a Rilkean manner: How to Explain Animals to Dead Art.)

10

Rainer Maria Rilke, ‘Orfeus, Eurydike, Hermes’, in Nieuwe gedichten, Van Oorschot, 1997.
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YOU, MY FRIEND
Orpheus was the poet who moved the animal. His singing was so exceptionally
beautiful that even the roughest animal heart was moved by it.
This Orphic motif is also to be found in Ruben Bellinkx’ work, as in
that of Rilke, of course. However, it never takes the form of simple feelings
of ‘animal welfare’—an all too domestic, all too human motivation. Rather,
this work analyses and discovers (or rediscovers) animality as man’s forgotten
essence, as the forgotten primal scene of the ‘culture’, as our forgotten stage,
as it were. This is why so many animals appear in Ruben Bellinkx’ films and
videos (and the sublime drawings). They are never still lifes, or grotesque portraits, as in English Biedermeier art, or glorifications of political power, as in the
Renaissance and Baroque. These works reveal a togetherness of man and animal— as equals or as ‘beings that resemble one another’— which was last seen
with this intensity in prehistoric cave art. Spanning man and animal, c onspiring.
Yes, perhaps this really is our last underground place, as I put it above. On the
walls of the contemporary hollowness, of the worldwide white cube, in which
art celebrates its false domesticity, the animal appears once again—projected,
in disguise, metamorphosed. Behind the animal hides contemporary man—the
true non-animal, the awful domestic animal, the real obstacle.
In the superb sixteenth sonnet from volume one of Sonnets to Orpheus,
Rilke describes the perfect domestic animal, the dog:
You, my friend, are lonely, because…
We pointed to the world with fingers and words
until slowly it came to belong to us,
perhaps its weakest, most dangerous side.

At the same time he shows the other side of this, human loneliness, in the
eighth Elegy of Duino:
With all their eyes the creatures see
what is open. Only our eyes see it
as the opposite, as traps, set up
in a circle around their free way out.
What exists outside that, we read only
in the faces of animals. We already turn
the young child, forcing it to descry
contours backwards, not the open,
that is so deep in the animal face. Free of death.
Only we see death; the free animal
already has its doom behind it,
and God in front of it, and where it goes,
it goes eternally, just as a flowing spring flows on.
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Ruben Bellinkx shows us the lonely animal. He does so with an inhuman
openness, in uncomfortable, untamed perspective: Rilke’s ‘animal face’ that
is ‘so deep’. The openness of this work is therefore painful, because the gaze
that turns round to look at man, which is that of Orpheus, the mythical artist
who, contrary to the convention, turns back, so that he must lose what he had
most desired, what he had most anticipated. In this way the artist shows us,
somewhere behind the projection screen, beyond the animal spectacle, beyond
the animal metamorphosis, our probably even deeper, even more horrible
loneliness… As if the animal, thanks to the artist, in his turn answers: No, my
friend, you are lonely… (You there, you who again move to the surface.)
SUBTLE CONFRONTATIONS 11
Four tortoises carry a table through a closed, smoothly polished room. The
wooden floor gleams as if glazed. For a moment one has the illusion this is
where Gustave Caillebotte’s Parquet Planers were hard at work. (In close-up,
the tortoises’ scraping nails have something of the scouring of wood planes on
nineteenth-century parquet.) But the illusion rapidly evaporates. This labour
is without prospect. The animals will not get anywhere. Their toiling is robbed
of any purpose, any aim, any sense. No deed is being performed here, more
like a ‘mis-deed’. This is not an action, but rather mistreatment. (Defenders of
animal welfare protested against this action at the time.) The slowness of the
tortoises is a metaphor for our hypermobility, which here really does appear to
be an aimless immobility: we, wandering in a ‘finite nothingness’.
Three dogs attack a chair, tear it apart, pull it to splinters, swallow and
devour it, digest it. The largest domestic animal — after man — destroys the
perfect symbol of domesticity.
Here, the attack is launched on sitting itself, on the seated animal, on
the sedentary: man. The planed wood disintegrates into its ultimate roughness, into splinters —and with it civilisation too. Do the table and chair form a
present-day still life, however wry or twisted it may be? Do dogs and tortoises
figure in a contemporary portrait, however misshapen? Are the rooms in which
these events take place still real, habitable spaces? (A matter of ‘misoikie’…)
The art displayed here is audacious, contrary and rebellious, but is
nevertheless extremely refined and subtle. Work that effortlessly remains
11

The following pages, except for the postscript, were published earlier. They are here
resumed in a slightly actualised form.
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recognisable, even figurative, but which is nonetheless outside any existing
genre; it is tied to a space, but can barely be ‘situated’; it is lively, although it is
haunted by something breathless, something immense, and violent, but at the
same time bloodless, since the world itself does not suffer a scratch, remains
out of range, almost out of the picture. In our confrontation with this work,
we, the viewers, stand alone… We are bewildered, unhoused.
THE END OF THE ENTHUSIAST
Confrontation —since the advent of Modernism the viewer has indeed been
confronted with art. Before that, artworks invited one to admire and contemplate them, and art-lovers had encounters, experiences and even conversations with art. What we call art history is the collective memory of this sort
of encounter, a collection of soothing conversations, one might say, to which
a grand artistic tradition was in a position to invite us. Art chose man and
man chose art—in that order. This interplay of choosing and being chosen is
now lost, and confrontation dominates. Museums and galleries of contemporary art are the places where such confrontations are organised, displayed and
legitimised. Silent, questioning and often uncomprehending, visitors sample
objects which in fact can hardly be visited — not ‘encountered’, barely ‘experienced’— and which withdraw from the conversation and the discussion. The
stimuli they sense in their confrontation with contemporary works of art, the
bizarre events of which they are the silent witnesses, take place in the most
varied contexts… except in that of the enthusiast. This exception marks us
more than we realise, isolates us. It is not only the artist who has now become
a professional, but also the art lover, and so for a long time has no longer been
called an enthusiast. This is the issue in contemporary ‘confrontational art’.
But they are confrontations in (grim) silence. However eventful the history of
modern art itself may have been, the contemporary art experience is one of
endless standstill, of immobile ‘setting against’.
We, the visitors, move onward like tortoises, entering the gallery or
museum space as if it were familiar territory, well-trodden ground. (Oh yes,
museums: symbols of the domesticity of art, seats of fragmented refinement.)
But just like the tortoises, we are caught in a corner. We only pretend to move
forward, as if we were looking, experiencing, understanding, as if we were
admiring…
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AN ART OF THE SUBTLE
At first sight you would think that the oeuvre of Ruben Bellinkx sought confrontation. But that is a misapprehension. This work does not seek confrontation, it examines confrontations. The difference between the two, however
subtle it may be, is crucial. It clarifies the point on which these works differ
from comparable examples in the recent and remote past of art. For instance,
in Ruben Bellinkx’ work the animal is no longer a sphinx, as in Egyptian or
Ancient Greek art or in modern Symbolism. It is no longer raw nature as in
Bacon’s work, no longer the bearer of something utopian (of which Beuys
dreamed in his notorious confrontation with the coyote). Nor do you find in
Ruben Bellinkx’ animal world the voyeurism of a Damien Hirst or the endearment of a Berlinde De Bruyckere. And finally, in Bellinkx’ work the animal is
not set opposite man. It is no coincidence that the presentation of these works is
taking place under the title Attempt at habituation to the domestic. It is precisely
this last aspect, the domestic, that is the place where the artist erases man, as
it were. Man himself is absent (only his domestic products remain visible, as
dead, domesticated goods). The animal moves, ‘beastlike’, in the emptiness of
human history, which is the emptiness of a cultivated era.
In this way the domestic can also appear as the inhuman in man, and the
animal as an alien creature that conforms effortlessly to this inhumanity, adapts
to this human (or inhuman) emptiness (Rilke: ‘Here. This is Esau in his fleece’).
The tortoise carries the symbol of domesticity, the table, just as in certain
myths it carried the world, without complaint, without reward, just like that.
Man himself remains out of the picture, left behind and out in the cold by the
artist. It is precisely on this point that this work transcends confrontational
art, which in the meantime has become conventional. By removing the human
from the picture —because man ‘disappears from the picture’ — the artist
once again puts the visitor in a ‘love relationship’ with his art. (A bizarre love,
it’s true, but nevertheless…) This art does after all want to seduce us, seduce
us once again, into an aesthetic experience. It wants to seduce us into an experience of beauty—however suspect such terms may sound today. It is images
that choose, in our place. They choose us, in our place. We here, the viewers,
are the human element. We are entreated. It is this artistic entreaty that helps
explain the intense recalcitrance of this work, somewhere between boisterousness and finesse. Stasis: now man is under the table instead of the tortoise.
The inviting aspect of the table (hospitality) is here translated literally as ‘bottled-up to form’ confrontation: the human encounter is after all impeded by
the table itself — the ideal place for encounters, object of humanisation, tool
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of domestication, of immobility (‘Sit still at the table!’, ‘Sit up straight!’). So
here too there is obstallation.
With refined, stylised and contrived images, Ruben Bellinkx makes
works of art on the borderline between creation and aesthetics. The images
are in any case appealing and, partly on the basis of earlier delightful-looking
works such as The City Garden, Stream, Mattrass, taps and fire, and Watertoren,
the artist can be characterised as an ‘aesthete’ (though this too is a suspect
term). But this beauty is itself a sham, a trompe-l’oeil — the second recalcitrant
element in this oeuvre. The inhumanity of man, depicted in and by the animal,
also contains the inhumanity of art. The tortoises carry the table, but in turn
are carried (directed, forced, maltreated) by something artificial, by art. There
is no way out of their forced connivance, no ‘escape route’ as Deleuze would
say. At the same time, ‘man becoming animal’ — a crucial theme in Deleuzian
aesthetics — is here reduced to ‘the animal becoming man’ or, rather, ‘the animal becoming art’.
In this way, so to speak, the artist exposes the animalies of art. The
beauty and refinement of these images conceals a razor-sharp critique of
the inhumanity of an art (experience) that is too domestic and self-satisfied.
A doubly incisive critique of the domestication of speed and the speed of
domestication. The chief focus here is not the sublime, but the subtle. This
oeuvre shows us some tragic interrelations: of the animal with culture, of man
with his own dead-end domestication, and of the inhuman with art.
Because, as Rilke said, beauty is terrible, devastating.
POSTSCRIPT
This work is still new. (Its maker was born in 1975, and it first came to notice
around the turn of the century.) Fortunately the age of an oeuvre says nothing
about its youth. For example, to the question of how old Cézanne’s work is, you have
to give two answers: age and youthfulness, absolute age and relative age. As we know,
only the relative value counts in art. For everything else, even more than for colours
and tastes, ‘there can be no disputes’.
Whether Ruben Bellinkx’ oeuvre will continue to fulfil the promise of an
orphic return depends on so many factors — and on so many obstacles, one of which
is the degree of ‘success’. Faced with the question of Cézanne’s ‘rapid fame’, Rilke
answered that it left Cézanne indifferent, because ‘only in painting has poverty
become wealth: a deep radiance from the inside out’. Keeping Cézanne in mind,
the poet wrote that ‘it is first out of a hindrance that movement arises, and the
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rhythmical cycle of everything that happens to us’.12 So the only thing you can
put on your greetings card for an artist is: ‘I wish you a long life full of hindrances!’
(All the rest is oppression, domesticity, loathsome stammering.)
On balance, you can only hope that the artist ‘doesn’t think’, as Rodin said,
but remains true to his hindrances and movements, his frustrations and lamentations
too, his stumbling and bungling or, in short, his directionless wanderings in the ‘eternal hunting grounds’.
(The author is a philosopher.)

12

Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters on Cézanne.
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